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Even though governments have successfully limited the pandemic’s long term economic impact, the conflict in

Ukraine poses an unexpected new challenge for markets. The impact of the war and the related economic

sanctions has been a slowdown in the post-Covid economic recovery. The Ukrainian situation further amplifies

the pre-existing Covid-19 linked supply chain problems with increases in energy and food prices pushing up

already high inflation. With higher than expected inflation, central bank policies have focused more on meeting

their targets, with the ECB delayed behind the Fed and the Bank of England. Bond markets have started to price

in base rate increases and a tapering of QE. This triggers the obvious question for our mid-year 2022 European

Outlook: “How can European real estate investors best deal with the double trouble from high inflation and

slowing economic growth?”

DEALING WITH DOUBLE TROUBLE

CPI Inflation (% pa) as of Mar-22

Sources: Oxford Economics, Eurostat, AEW Research & Strategy 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: DEALING WITH DOUBLE TROUBLE

• Since our year-end outlook, Ukraine-related sanctions and China’s continued lockdowns have slowed the
post-Covid GDP rebound and a further step up in already high inflation. Due to this double troubled
combination of lower growth and higher inflation, stagflation is our new base case scenario.

• As above-target inflation endures, Eurozone bond investors have priced in rate hikes and tapering for 2023.
Our base case assumes only limited rate hikes and government bond yields to remain lower-for-longer,
while both our upside and downside scenarios assume more pro-active tightening and bond yield
normalisation.

• Post-lockdowns, some normalisation is returning to occupier markets. This is evidenced by a part reversal of
the Covid-related record e-commerce share of sales, as consumers return to stores. The most recent mobility
and occupancy data also confirm a return to the office, with some significant differences between cities.

• Limited bond yield widening is projected in our current base case. Given our lower-for-longer bond yields
assumption and the low historical sensitivity of European property yields to bond yields, our projections for
property yields widening are modest over the next five years.

• Our current base case total returns come in at 4.9% pa for all sectors for the next five years mostly based on
our lower GDP and rental growth projections. This is 120 bps lower compared to our September base case.

• Prime logistics investments are projected to have the highest returns of any sector at just above 6% pa in the
next five years, due to their strong rental growth. Prime shopping centre returns come in second place at just
below 6% pa over the next five years due to the high entry yields.

• Our updated risk-adjusted return approach shows an average positive excess spread of the expected rate of
return (ERR) over the required rate of return (RRR) of 25 bps for the 168 markets covered. This represents a
significant decline of 165 bps in the excess spread versus the previous base case.

• This reversal is due to 120 bps decline in ERR primarily driven by lower capital growth projections. Also, our
RRR increased by 45 bps, mostly as a result of recent government bond yield widening.

• By comparing the ERR with the RRR, we classify markets as attractive, neutral or less attractive. Prime
logistics has now become our most attractive sector, closely followed by shopping centres. German and UK
markets are relatively more attractive.

• Overall, out of the 168 markets, 65 are classified as attractive, 65 as neutral, and 38 as less attractive. In other
words, there is plenty to choose from in European markets as they remain in a solid position to deal with the
current double trouble.

EXCESS SPREAD OFF EXPECTED RATE OF RETURN (ERR) AND REQUIRED RATE OF RETURN (RRR)
EUROPE ALL PROPERTY TYPE RETURNS,  2022-2026 BPS PA

Sources: CBRE, RCA, INREV, Oxford Economics, OECD, CRREM, AEW Research & Strategy  

25 bps
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IMPACT FROM UKRAINE CONFLICT COULD INCREASE

• After the initial shock of the conflict was overcome, various economic

forecasters started to assess long term impact on GDP growth.

• There is a high degree of uncertainty on how long the conflict may last and

how it might be resolved triggering forecasts to have different assumptions.

• Also, the net impact on GDP growth will also depend on the base line pre-

Ukraine recovery prognosis.

• Overall, we see a range of 2-3% cumulative GDP growth impact across the

available forecasts, slowing the post-Covid recovery.

• Some forecasters have highlighted the risk of a Eurozone recession, if a

more complete ban on Russian oil and gas imports is put in place.

• The knock-on effect on consumer confidence of negative net wage growth

might further bring down GDP forecasts going forward.

Cumulative Impact of Ukraine Conflict on Eurozone GDP growth estimates 

Regression coefficients of prime rental on GDP growth (1990-2021, pa growth)

STAGFLATION IS NEW BASE CASE SCENARIO

• As the largest armed conflict in Europe since World War 2, the situation in

Ukraine is having a significant impact on the post-Covid economic recovery.

• The deep economic and financial Western sanctions against Russia could

have a lasting impact on growth as it maintains high levels of inflation via

energy prices and weakens international trade.

• Government debt will rise further as public spending increases due to the

government policies to support purchasing power, the refugee crisis and

the required increase in defence spending.

• In turn, consumer and investor sentiment will be hurt by a reduction in real

income and wealth levels as a result of a further continuation of the conflict.

• Therefore, we adopt stagflation as our new base case, reflecting a negative

impact of 2022-23 GDP growth of 2.5% versus our previous base case.

• Our stagflation scenario assumes that government bond yields will remain

lower-for-longer, as bond markets still expect the ECB to hold rates in 2022.

• Our upside scenario assumes a quicker conflict resolution and return to the

previous post-Covid recovery and associated government bond yield

normalisation.

• Finally, our downside scenario foresees both lower economic growth (like in

stagflation) and bond yield normalisation (like in upside scenario).

HIGH SENSITIVITY OF RENTS TO GDP GROWTH

• In our modelling, there are two main transmissions of macro economic

drivers onto our real estate market variables.

• GDP growth is the main driver of rental growth

• Government bond yields are the key force behind property yields

• When we focus on the first transmission, we note that there is a relatively

high level of sensitivity of prime rents from changes in GDP growth.

• Our results show that historically a 100 bps change in GDP growth would be

associated with a 100 bps change in prime rental growth.

• There are significant differences between sectors, as the sensitivity for retail

and offices rents is more than double those for logistics and residential.

• Amongst countries there are also big differentials, with Spain and the UK as

more sensitive while Germany and the Netherlands much less than average.

• Data over the last 30 years was used to calculate the regression coefficients

of prime rental growth and GDP growth for each sector and country.

European GDP growth index (2000 = 100, based on average across 20 countries)

Sources: OECD, Oxford Economics and AEW Research & Strategy

Sources: NIESR, Rabobank & Oxford Economics 

Notes: NIESR as per 02-Mar-22, RB: Scenario B means war and effective sanctions (03-Mar-22) & OE: worst 
case - war till 2023 and Russia sanctions gas imports (02-Mar-22)

Sources: CBRE, Oxford Economics, AEW Research & Strategy

SECTION 1: ECONOMIC & POLITICAL UPDATE
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FLATTENING YIELD CURVE PRICED IN BY INVESTORS

 Government bond yields across our 20 country average have increased by 

58 bps over the last quarter since year-end 2021.

 As bond investors take into account the fast changing news flow on the 

Ukraine conflict, sanctions, the economic slowdown and their impact on 

monetary policies, government yields adapt.

 A flattening government bond yield curve emerged, which implies that the 

long term outlook on rates remains uncertain. We use this pricing as our 

lower-for-longer bond yield assumption in our new base case.

 Compared to our previous base case, the year-end 2026 yield is only 20 

bps higher. 

 However, in both our upside and downside scenarios we use the Oxford 

Economics yield normalisation forecasts. 

10-year European Government Bond Yields (% pa, Average across 20 countries

Regression coefficients of prime property on government bond yields 
(1990-2021, pa growth)

NOT ALL INFLATION IS CREATED EQUAL

• Concerns on inflation’s negative impact consumer spending have stepped

up as the Ukraine conflict adds to existing supply chain disruptions from the

continued strict lockdowns in China. These will limit the post-Covid

European recovery.

• With disturbing short term headline inflation of 7-8% in some recent months,

central banks are taking an urgent and closer look at policies.

• However, despite the short term inflation pressure, any previously planned

ECB tapering and rate hike policies could be expected to be delayed until

2023 for three main reasons:

• Wage inflation is only a small component of overall inflation
• Rate hikes are ineffective against imported, commodity inflation
• Any hikes will further slow down the post-Covid recovery

• Relative to the UK and US, the ECB has less reason to be concerned about

the risk of a traditional wage-price spiral since wages in the Eurozone are set

more in collective bargaining rounds and no longer indexed as they were in

the 1970s.

• This is a solid justification to assume lower-for-longer bond yields in our

base case stagflation scenario.

LOW SENSITIVITY OF PROPERTY TO BOND YIELDS 

• As mentioned above, there are two main transmissions of macro economic

drivers onto our real estate market variables in our modelling.

• GDP growth is the main driver of rental growth

• Government bond yields are the key force behind property yields

• For the second transmission, we note that there is a relatively low level of

sensitivity of property yields from changes in government bond yields.

• Our results show that historically a 100 bps change in government bond

yields is associated with a 35 bps change in prime property yields.

• Differences between sectors show a higher sensitivity for logistics yields

and lower for residential.

• However, the high logistics sensitivity is likely a legacy data issue as the

sector has firmly established itself as institutional in the last 5-10 years.

• Amongst countries there are smaller differentials, with France and the UK as

more sensitive while Germany and Spain less than average.

• Data over the last 30 years was used to calculate the regression coefficients

of property yields and government bond yields for each sector and country.

Breakdown of inflation – January 2022

Sources: BLS, OSN, Eurostat, Natixis, AEW Research & Strategy 

Sources: OECD, Oxford Economics, Bloomberg, Chatham Financial and AEW Research & Strategy 

Sources: CBRE, Deutsche Bundesbank, Bank of Emgland, Oxford Economics, AEW Research & Strategy 
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OCCUPIER STATS CONFIRM STRENGTH IN LOGISTICS

 Strength in occupier markets can be illustrated by annual take-up and 

vacancy trends. This allows also for a quick comparison of sectors.

 Covid-related lockdowns and increased working from home triggered 

office take-up in the 2020-21 period to be nearly 30% below its long term 

2010-19 annual average. 

 At the same time, a strong beneficiary of e-commerce which flourished 

during lockdown, logistics take-up more than doubled in the last eight 

years to set a new all-time record in 2021.

 Vacancy rate trends confirm the relative strength of logistics. Vacancy at 

year-end 2021 was reported at just above 3%. 

 Office vacancy jumped back to near 8% from below 6% at year-end 2019, 

but remained below its 10-year historical pre-Covid average of 8.3%, partly 

due to a limited pipeline of new development activity.

European Office and Logistics Take-Up ('000 sqm) & Vacancy Rate (%)

European average prime rental growth by property type 2022-26 (% pa)

POST-COVID SHOWS PARTIAL RETURN TO NORMAL

 The main occupier impact of Covid-related lockdowns were focused on:

 Increase in internet sales as share of total retail sales; and 

 Working from home (WFH) impacting on office occupancies

 As the lockdowns have now been finally released across Europe, the data 

shows some normalisation in these trends post-Covid. 

 In the case of online share of retail sales, the UK data shows it came back 

down from a record high of 36% in 1Q21 to 29% in 4Q21, as consumers 

returned to more traditional behavior.

 Online share of retail sales in Continental Europe were lower pre-Covid, but 

did also come down from their 1H21 peaks in the second half of last year.

 In both cases, it would be reasonable to expect a return to increases in 

online share of retail sales set pre-Covid after taking into account the near 

5% permanent Covid-related lift.

 Late March 2022 UK office occupancy data from Remit Consulting show a 

consistent return to normal as they rebounded to near 25% from a low of 

9% in May 2021. The low level is unexplained, but the trend is positive. 

 Hybrid working with around 2 days per week of home-working is the new 

normal, but the impact on office demand is lower than initially anticipated 

as occupiers are still adjusting.

RENTAL GROWTH HALVED FOR OFFICES

• Across all sectors, our projected base case average prime rental growth

came down by 33% from 1.8% pa to 1.2% pa for the 2022-26 period.

• Prime rental growth across residential and logistics markets showed

continued strong momentum at just above and below 2.5% for the next five

years.

• This is a step up in rents for both sectors, particularly for logistics.

• Our new base case office, shopping centre and high street retail projected

prime rental growth show a significant reduction, while the current upside

scenario is broadly in line with the previous base case.

• Prime office rental growth halved from just over 2% pa to just over 1% pa in

our new base case and downside scenarios.

• Prime shopping centre and high street retail growth for our base case and

downside scenarios are just above zero and just below zero respectively.

• The residential and logistics resilience as well as the negative impacts for 

retail and office are consistent with the sectoral difference in GDP to rental 

growth sensitivities discussed on page 4. 

• Please note that our projected market rental growth does not reflect any 

inflation-linked indexation of rents under existing lease contracts due to lack 

of consistent market data across Europe. Such indexation is assumed to be 

imbedded in market yields. 

UK & Continental European Internet Sales as % of Total Retail Sales

Sources: CBRE, Euromonitor, Forrester and AEW Research & Strategy

Note: Cont. Europe includes Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Netherlands, Belgium, Poland and Czech Republic.

Sources: CBRE, AEW Research & Strategy

Sources: CBRE and AEW Research & Strategy 

SECTION 2: OCCUPER & INVESTOR MARKET OUTLOOK
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Capital Growth

Income Return

FOCUS SHIFTS TO INCOME AS UK COMES TOP

 In our latest base case scenario, capital growth across all European 

markets is projected to be less than 80 bps pa and represent just over 15% 

of the total return of 4.9% pa.

 UK markets show a consistently higher income and total return, as yields 

did not tighten in as much in the UK as compared to most Continental 

European markets post-Brexit.

 Our latest base case still provides for German markets to show significant 

capital growth despite lower income returns compared to other countries.

 CEE markets stand out as the only region where capital growth is negative. 

 Our projections for France, Spain and Italy show no capital increase for the 

next five years. 

Income and capital growth returns by country & sub-region 2022-26 based on 
current base case scenario (% pa)

European average prime returns by property type 2022-26 based on different 
scenarios (% pa)

PRIME YIELDS PROJECTED TO BE MOSTLY STABLE

 As noted before, prime yields for different property types were impacted to

various degrees by the pandemic in 2021.

 Logistics prime yields tightened further by 60 bps on average in 2021

despite their historical lows, while prime office yields remained stable at

3.9% on average.

 In general, we expect investors to accept tighter yields for sectors with

higher rental growth prospects, such as logistics.

 On the other hand, Covid amplified the already on-going yield widening for

shopping centres which since 2018 widened by over 120 bps.

 The significant re-pricing in prime retail recorded over the last 3-4 years did

not take into account the difference in quality between prime and

secondary assets.

 In our latest base case, we expect prime shopping centre yields to

compress by 10 bps in the next five years to reflect the resilience of the

best retail locations and formats post-Covid.

 The residential, high street retail and office markets are projected to see

some minor yield widening over the next five years of around 10 bps.

Logistics is projected to have stable yields over the same period.

DESPITE RESILIENCE, ALL SECTOR RETURNS DOWN

• Our current base case prime total returns came down by 120 bps pa from

6.1% pa in our previous base case to 4.9% pa for all sectors for the next five

years.

• Returns across logistics and shopping centre markets indicate the strongest

resilience at just above and below 6% pa for the next five years.

• However, these base case returns are still a step down for both sectors,

particularly for shopping centres. Residential returns proved resilient also.

• Our new base case affects prime high street retail and office returns most.

• Prime office returns came down by nearly 165 bps pa from just under 6% pa

in our previous base case to just over 4% pa in our new base case.

• Projected prime high street retail returns lost nearly 210 bps pa from just

below 6% pa in our Sep-21 base case to well below 4% pa in our current

base case.

• These negative return impacts for retail and office are consistent with the

bigger changes in GDP compared to changes in bond yields between the

current and previous base case scenarios.

• Low sensitivity to GDP growth for residential and logistics rental growth and

low sensitivity of bond yields to residential yields also explain their resilience

in total returns.

European average prime yields by property sector based on current base case 
scenario (%)

Sources: CBRE, Catella, AEW Research & Strategy 

Sources: CBRE, AEW Research & Strategy 

Sources: CBRE, AEW Research & Strategy 
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FEWER ATTRACTIVE AND MORE NEUTRAL MARKETS

 Our latest relative value assessment shows that the evolution of our view

on attractiveness of the markets since Sep-2019 has decreased.

 In Sep-21, the consensus anticipation of rapid post-covid recovery,

coupled with lower for longer yield assumptions resulted in nearly 70% of

the markets classified as attractive.

 Our latest Mar-22 outlook shows circa 40% of the markets demonstrating

large enough spreads of expected return over the required rate of return to

be considered attractive.

 The share of markets with a neutral classification increased from circa 26%

to 39%.

 Finally, the share of markets classified as less attractive (with low expected

returns relative to the required rate of return) increased from 5% to 23% of

covered markets.

% PROPERTY SEGMENT BY ATTRACTIVENESS (CURRENT MAR-22 VS PREVIOUS 
YEARS’ BASE CASE SCENARIOS)

% SECTOR MARKETS BY ATTRACTIVENESS

EXCESS SPREAD REDUCED OVER LAST SIX MONTHS

 Our relative value approach shows two major shifts in the relationship

between required and expected rates of return in our base case.

 First, expected returns (ERR) have come down by 120 bps pa in

anticipation of further policy rates increases combined with weaker

economic growth outlook.

 This ERR decrease is primarily expressed by lower capital growth

projections, driven by lower rental growth and higher yields.

 Second, our required rate of return (RRR) increased by 45 bps relative to

our previous estimate, despite our lower-for-longer bond yields.

 This RRR increase is triggered by inflationary pressures across the markets

triggering central banks to raise policy rates, which already resulted in

higher bond yields. Both ERR and RRR estimates exclude financial

leverage.

 Improved investment activity over the recent quarters decreased liquidity

premium by 7 bps, while depreciation and the other risk premia were

unchanged over the period.

 As a result, the excess spread between RRR and ERR decreased by 165

bps over the last six months (from 190 bps to 25 bps).

LOGISTICS & RESIDENTIAL SHOW MORE RESILIENCE

 Despite our less optimistic outlook across all of the sectors, some sectors

demonstrate more resilience to the new challenges.

 A majority of logistics markets remain attractive in the new environment, as

the sector’s yield shift has a smaller impact on capital values relative to the

other markets. Also, solid rental value growth is anticipated even with

slower economic recovery assumptions.

 Another resilient sector is residential where nearly half of the covered

markets remain attractive. Strong rental value growth compensates for

government bond yield widening.

 The dynamics in the retail sector are mixed across subsectors. Prime

shopping centres anticipate some yield compression from quite high

levels.

 Prime high street retail markets, however, are more sensitive to a rise in

government bond yields due to their low levels and this is not

compensated by strong rental growth.

 Office market projections show some rental growth and yield widening,

which, on a broader level cancel each other out. The majority of the office

markets have a neutral outlook.

REQUIRED (RRR) VS EXPECTED RATE OF RETURN (ERR) – EUROPE ALL PROPERTY 
TYPES 

Sources: CBRE, RCA, INREV, Oxford Economics, OECD, CRREM, AEW Research & Strategy  

Sources: CBRE, RCA, INREV, Oxford Economics, OECD, CRREM, AEW Research & Strategy 

Sources: : CBRE, RCA, INREV, Oxford Economics, OECD, CRREM, AEW Research & Strategy 
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BASE CASE 2022-26 – EXPECTED VS REQUIRED RATE OF RETURNS

Sources: RCA, INREV EPRA and AEW Research & Strategy

RELATIVE VALUE ANALYSIS (BASE CASE): PLENTY TO CHOOSE FROM

 The below scatter graph can be interpreted as follows: the required rate of return (RRR) is represented on the
horizontal axis and the expected rate of return (ERR) for the next five years is represented on the vertical axis.

 Markets in the green area show ERR sufficiently in excess of the RRR as attractive. The red zone markets are
classified as less attractive, given their ERR does not meet the RRR.

 The yellow background indicates a range of 20% of the difference between the two, which is deemed an
appropriate range where markets are not clearly over- or underpriced. As a result, markets within this middle
yellow range are labelled as neutral.

 The scatter chart indicates the strength of the logistics and shopping centres sectors, where most of the
markets remain attractive. Residential markets are also in a good place with half of the markets in the green
zone.

 Majority of the office markets are in the neutral area, while nearly a third of office markets is in the less
attractive category.

 The largest number of high street retail markets are in the less attractive zone. However, over 60% of the high
street retail markets are still classified as neutral or attractive. This indicates high variability of local market
attractiveness.

 Country-wise the most attractive markets are in Germany and in the United Kingdom. French markets are
evenly distributed across the three attractiveness classifications. Least attractive markets are in Hungary,
Czech Republic, and Italy.

 Among the top ten most attractive markets in the top-left section of the chart there are five shopping centres,
three logistics markets, one residential, and one high street retail market.
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This material has been provided for information purposes only to investment service providers or other Professional Clients, Qualified or Institutional Investors and, when required by

local regulation, only at their written request. This material must not be used with Retail Investors.

To obtain a summary of investor rights in the official language of your jurisdiction, please consult the legal documentation section of the website (im.natixis.com/intl/intl-fund-

documents)

In the E.U.: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers International is a portfolio management

company authorized by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority - AMF) under no. GP 90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme)

registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329 450 738. Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris. Italy: Natixis Investment Managers

International Succursale Italiana, Registered office: Via San Clemente 1, 20122 Milan, Italy. Netherlands: Natixis Investment Managers International, Nederlands (Registration number

000050438298). Registered office: Stadsplateau 7, 3521AZ Utrecht, the Netherlands. Sweden: Natixis Investment Managers International, Nordics Filial (Registration number 516412-

8372- Swedish Companies Registration Office). Registered office: Kungsgatan 48 5tr, Stockholm 111 35, Sweden. Or,

Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A. or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers S.A. is a Luxembourg management company that is authorized

by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier and is incorporated under Luxembourg laws and registered under n. B 115843. Registered office of Natixis Investment

Managers S.A.: 2, rue Jean Monnet, L-2180 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Germany: Natixis Investment Managers S.A., Zweigniederlassung Deutschland (Registration

number: HRB 88541). Registered office: Senckenberganlage 21, 60325 Frankfurt am Main. Belgium: Natixis Investment Managers S.A., Belgian Branch, Gare Maritime, Rue Picard 7,
Bte 100, 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium. Spain: Natixis Investment Managers, Sucursal en España, Serrano n°90, 6th Floor, 28006 Madrid, Spain.

In Switzerland: Provided for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers, Switzerland Sàrl, Rue du Vieux Collège 10, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland or its representative

office in Zurich, Schweizergasse 6, 8001 Zürich.

In the British Isles: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (register no. 190258) - registered

office: Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited, One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER. When permitted, the distribution of this material is intended to be made to persons as

described as follows: in the United Kingdom: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at investment professionals and professional investors only; in Ireland:

this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at professional investors only; in Guernsey: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at only

financial services providers which hold a license from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission; in Jersey: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at

professional investors only; in the Isle of Man: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at only financial services providers which hold a license from the Isle of

Man Financial Services Authority or insurers authorised under section 8 of the Insurance Act 2008.

In the DIFC: Provided in and from the DIFC financial district by Natixis Investment Managers Middle East (DIFC Branch) which is regulated by the DFSA. Related financial products or

services are only available to persons who have sufficient financial experience and understanding to participate in financial markets within the DIFC, and qualify as Professional

Clients or Market Counterparties as defined by the DFSA. No other Person should act upon this material. Registered office: Unit L10-02, Level 10 ,ICD Brookfield Place, DIFC, PO

Box 506752, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

In Japan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Japan Co., Ltd. Registration No.: Director-General of the Kanto Local Financial Bureau (kinsho) No.425. Content of Business: The

Company conducts investment management business, investment advisory and agency business and Type II Financial Instruments Business as a Financial Instruments Business

Operator.

In Taiwan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Securities Investment Consulting (Taipei) Co., Ltd., a Securities Investment Consulting Enterprise regulated by the Financial

Supervisory Commission of the R.O.C. Registered address: 34F., No. 68, Sec. 5, Zhongxiao East Road, Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11065, Taiwan (R.O.C.), license number 2020 FSC

SICE No. 025, Tel. +886 2 8789 2788.

In Singapore: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Singapore Limited (company registration no. 199801044D) to distributors and qualified investors for information purpose only.

In Hong Kong: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Hong Kong Limited to professional investors for information purpose only.

In Australia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited (ABN 60 088 786 289) (AFSL No. 246830) and is intended for the general information of financial 

advisers and wholesale clients only .  

In New Zealand: This document is intended for the general information of New Zealand wholesale investors only and does not constitute financial advice. This is not a regulated offer 

for the purposes of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA) and is only available to New Zealand investors who have certified that they meet the requirements in the FMCA 

for wholesale investors. Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited is not a registered financial service provider in New Zealand.

In Colombia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International Oficina de Representación (Colombia) to professional clients for informational purposes only as permitted under 

Decree 2555 of 2010. Any products, services or investments referred to herein are rendered exclusively outside of Colombia. This material does not constitute a public offering in 

Colombia and  is addressed to less than 100 specifically identified investors. 

In Latin America: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International. 

In Uruguay: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Uruguay S.A., a duly registered investment advisor, authorised and supervised by the Central Bank of Uruguay. Office: San 

Lucar 1491, Montevideo, Uruguay, CP 11500. The sale or offer of any units of a fund qualifies as a private placement pursuant to section 2 of Uruguayan law 18,627 . 

In Mexico: Provided by Natixis IM Mexico, S. de R.L. de C.V., which is not a regulated financial entity, securities intermediary, or an investment manager in terms of the Mexican 

Securities Market Law (Ley del Mercado de Valores) and is not registered with the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores (CNBV) or any other Mexican authority. Any products, 

services or investments referred to herein that require authorization or license are rendered exclusively outside of Mexico. While shares of certain ETFs may be listed in the Sistema 

Internacional de Cotizaciones (SIC), such listing does not represent a public offering of securities in Mexico, and therefore the accuracy of this information has not been confirmed by

the CNBV. Natixis Investment Managers is an entity organized under the laws of France and is not authorized by or registered with the CNBV or any other Mexican authority. Any 

reference contained herein to “Investment Managers” is made to Natixis Investment Managers and/or any of its investment management subsidiaries, which are also not authorized by 

or registered with the CNBV or any other Mexican authority.

In Brazil: Provided to a specific identified investment professional for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers International. This communication cannot be 

distributed other than to the identified addressee. Further, this communication should not be construed as a public offer of any securities or any related financial instruments. Natixis 

Investment Managers International is a portfolio management company authorized by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority - AMF) under no. GP 

90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme) registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329 450 738. Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès

France, 75013 Paris.

The above referenced entities are business development units of Natixis Investment Managers, the holding company of a diverse line-up of specialised investment management and 

distribution entities worldwide. The investment management subsidiaries of Natixis Investment Managers conduct any regulated activities only in and from the jurisdictions in which 

they are licensed or authorized. Their services and the products they manage are not available to all investors in all jurisdictions. It is the responsibility of each investment service 

provider to ensure that the offering or sale of fund shares or third party investment services to its clients complies with the relevant national law.

The provision of this material and/or reference to specific securities, sectors, or markets within this material does not constitute investment advice, or a recommendation or an offer to 

buy or to sell any security, or an offer of any regulated financial activity. Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks and expenses of any investment carefully before 

investing. The analyses, opinions, and certain of the investment themes and processes referenced herein represent the views of the portfolio manager(s) as of the date indicated. 

These, as well as the portfolio holdings and characteristics shown, are subject to change. There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as may be forecasted in this 

material. The analyses and opinions expressed by external third parties are independent and does not necessarily reflect those of Natixis Investment Managers. Past performance 

information presented is not indicative of future performance. 

Although Natixis Investment Managers believes the information provided in this material to be reliable, including that from third party sources, it does not guarantee the accuracy, 

adequacy, or completeness of such information. This material may not be distributed, published, or reproduced, in whole or in part.

All amounts shown are expressed in USD unless otherwise indicated.

Natixis Investment Managers may decide to terminate its marketing arrangements for this fund in accordance with the relevant legislation

Additional Notes
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